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Abstract: In this paper analyzes of the linear mathematical model of the pilot operated 
pressure relief valve with compensating control piston through the matrix method in the state space 
has been done. The transfer function of the system contained of the valve, inlet volume of oil and 
outlet pipeline has been numerically obtained. Synthesis of the key parameters of the valve to the 
dynamic characteristics has been done.
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@9 0"'.(,%)(-+.)(-"*(0%)#&.0%#$%-+.%2(02.
 !"#('0!"('0)*'2# (-$"2# -/# 0!" 12'&" 1)2-0# -1".'0"$# 1."334."# ."2)"/# ,'2,": 5)0!-40 0!"# )&2"0#
,-24("#-/#-)2#'&$#0!"#-402"0#1)1"2)&": )3#$"3*.)+"$#+%#0!"#/-22-5)&6#"74'0)-&F
 Equation of motion of the closing element of the pilot valve
 !" # $
%&"
$'% + (" # )*" + &"++ ," # &" # -.,% = -/,. # 0! + -.,% # 0"                       (1) 
G!"."# !" =  ! + " – 34(#-/#('33"3#-/# 0!"#*-(1"&3'0)&6#*-&0.-2#1)30-&#'&$# 0!"#*-&"#-/# 0!"#
1)2-0#,'2,"H#("C 31.)&6#*-&30'&0#-/#0!"#1)2-0#,'2,"H#*"C 1.",)"53#31.)&6#$"/-.('0)-&#-/#0!"#1)2-0#,'2,"H#&"C $)312'*"("&0#-/#0!"#1)2-0#,'2,"H#," – *-"//)*)"&0#-/#0!"#!%$.-$%&'()*#/-.*"#-/#0!"#1)2-0#,'2,"H#-.,%
– 0!"# 1."334."# $.-1# '0# 0!"# 1)2-0# ,'2,"H#-/,. C 1."334."# $.-1# '0# 0!"# -.)/)*"#12; 0! C 0!"# '."'# -/# 0!"#
*-(1"&3'0)&6#*-&0.-2#1)30-&H#0" C 0!"#'."'#-/#0!"#3"'0#-/#0!"#1)2-0#,'2,"8
G)0!#2)&"'.)9'0)-&#-/#0!"#"74'0)-&#IBD#'.-4&$#0!"#30"'$%#30'0": '&$#)/#5"#)&0.-$4*"#'#$)("&3)-&2"33#
0)("# 5)0!# 0!"# 34+30)040)-&#' = 3 # 4" : 4" = 5 67898:;8#)<=,>+? C 0)("# *-&30'&0# -/# 0!"# 1)2-0# ,'2,":# # )0# )3#
-+0')&"$F
@A" = B@" + C<"D # E/ B C<"F # E. B C<"> # E%                                            (2) 
G!"."# 0!"# *-"//)*)"&03# '."F#C<"D = G7#)<D,>+?H98:;8#)<=,>+?I#J8,K; C<"> =
)G8L;8#J8,K+#)<D,>+?
H98:;8#)<=,>+?I#J8,K
; C<"F = C<"D B C<">: @":
E/ '&$ E. – 0!"#2)&"'.#,'24"3#-/#0!"#'11.-1.)'0"#1'.'("0".38
G)0!#)&0.-$4*)&6#0!"#34+30)040)-&#@M" = @N":#IJD#)3#0.'&3/-.()&6#)&0-F
@M" = @N"                                                                                                        (2.1) 
@MN" = B@" + C<"D # E/ B C<"F # E. B C<"> # E%                                      (2.2) @N" - 0!"#2)&"'.#,"2-*)0%#-/#0!"#*2-3)&6#"2"("&0#-/#0!"#1)2-0#,'2,"8
 Equation of motion of the closing element of the main valve
 O # $
%&O
$'% + (O # (*O + &O) + ,O # &O # -P,% = -P # 0Q + -% # R0 B -2 # 0O                    (3) 
G!"."# S – 0!"#('33#-/#0!"#*2-3)&6#"2"("&0#-/#0!"#(')&#,'2,"H#(SC 0!"#31.)&6#*-&30'&0#-/#0!"#(')&#
,'2,"H#*SC 1.",)"53#31.)&6#$"/-.('0)-&#-/#0!"#(')&#,'2,"H#&SC 0!"#$)312'*"("&0#-/#0!"#(')&#,'2,"H#,S
– 0!"#*-"//)*)"&0#-/#0!"#!%$.-$%&'()*#/-.*"#-/#0!"#(')&#,'2,"H#-P,% – 0!"#1."334."#$.-1#'0#0!"#(')&#
,'2,"H#0Q C 0!"#'."'#-/#0!"#(')&#,'2,"#3"'0H#0O C 0!"#'."'#-/#0!"#*2-3)&6#"2"("&0#-/#0!"#(')&#,'2,"8
G)0!#2)&"'.)9'0)-&#-/#0!"#"74'0)-&#IKD#'.-4&$#0!"#30"'$%#30'0":#)0#)3#-+0')&"$F
@AS = 14S" )B@S + C<D # EP B C<> # E% B C<F # E2+                                    (4) 
G!"."#0!"#*-"//)*)"&03#'."F#C<D = )GTL;K#JK,K+#)<D,>+?JK,K#H9?:;?#)<D,>+?I; C<> =
)GTLG?L;K#JK,K+#)<D,>+?
JK,K#H9?:;?#)<D,>+?I
C<F = G?#)<D,>+?JK,K#H9?:;?#)<D,>+?I :@S: EP '&$#E2 – 0!"# 2)&"'.# ,'24"3# -/# 0!"# '11.-1.)'0"# 1'.'("0".38  !"# 0)("# *-&30'&0# -/# 0!"#(')&#




?&0.-$4*)&6#0!"#34+30)040)-&#@MS = @NS:#ILD#)3#0.'&3/-.()&6#)&0-F@MS = @NS                                                                                                       (4.1) 
@MNS = 14S" )B@S + C<D # EP B C<> # E% B C<F # E2+                                (4.2) @NS - 0!" 2)&"'.#,"2-*)0%#-/#0!"#*2-3)&6#"2"("&0#-/#0!"#(')&#,'2,"8
 Equation for pressure drop in the resistance 1P
-P = -/ + 1PV # W"D + 1P6 # W"D% + XP #
$W"D$'                                           (5) 
G!"."#1PV C 0!"# 2)&"'.# ."3)30'&*"# )&# 0!"#-.)/)*"#1P; 1P6C 0!"# 2-*'2# ."3)30'&*"# )&# 0!"#-.)/)*"#1P; XP –
0!"#)&".0)'2#."3)30'&*"#)&#0!"#-.)/)*"#1P; W"D – 0!"#1)2-0#-)2#/2-58
G)0!#2)&"'.)9'0)-&#-/#0!"#"74'0)-&#I5D#'.-4&$#0!"#30"'$%#30'0":#)0#)3#-+0')&"$F




& '() * (+ * ,) &  "#-                                                                   (6) 
G!"."#,) = .,)/ + 2 & ,)0 & 1"#,23 &
45#,6
.7#,836
C 0!"# $)("&3)-&2"33# *-"//)*)"&0# -/# 0!"# 2)&"'.# '&$# 2-*'2#




!"#$*.&-&,#$. 0 /0# – !"#$+&(#/.$1/+2#$*-$!"#$3&+*!$-+*4$10#5
 Equation for pressure drop in the resistance .2
34 = 35 + .26 % 107 + .28 % 1079 + :2 %
;107
;<                                                      (7) 
6"#.#$.26  !"#$ +&(#/.$ .#)&)!/(,#$ &($ !"#$*.&-&,#$.2; .28 !"#$ +*,/+$ .#)&)!/(,#$ &($ !"#$*.&-&,#$.2; :2 –





% >?4 @ ?5 @ .2 % /07A                                                                 (8) 
6"#.#$.2 = ).26 + 2 % .28 % 10#,B, %
&'#,(
)*#,+,(





!"#$*.&-&,#$.20 /07  !"#$+&(#/.$1/+2#$*-$!"#$3&+*!$-+*4 1075
 Equation of compressibility in the spring chamber in the main valve






;<                                                                    (9) 
















 Equation for pressure drop in the resistance .9
32 = 35 + .96 % 10+ + .98 % 10+9 + :9 %
;10+
;<                                             (11) 
6"#.#$.96  !"#$ +&(#/.$ .#)&)!/(,#$ &($ !"#$*.&-&,#$.9; .98 !"#$ +*,/+$ .#)&)!/(,#$ &($ !"#$*.&-&,#$.9; :9 –





% >?2 @ .9 % /0+ @ ?5A                                                              (12) 
6"#.#$.9 = .96 %
&'#,(
)*#,+,(




 !"#$ %&'#()&*(+#))$ ,*#--&,&#(!$ *-$ !"#$ &(#.!&/+$ .#)&)!/(,#$ *-$ !"#$ *.&-&,#$.90 /0+  !"#$
+&(#/.$1/+2#$*-$!"#$3&+*!$-+*4$ 10+5
 Equation of continuity in front of the compensating control piston




;< + C0 %
;D0






% R@!J' % LS0 + /0# @ /07T                                                (14) 
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 !" = !"# $ %&',()*+,',*$-,  - !"#$ %&'#()&*(+#))$ ,*#--&,&#(!$ *-$ !"#$ *&+$ 1*+2'#$ &($ -.*(!$ *-$ !"#$ ,*'3#()/!&(7
,*(!.*+$3&)!*(@$ ., = .,$/,,*+,',*$-,  !"#$%&'#()&*(+#))$,*#--&,&#(!$*-$!"#$3&+*!$1/+1#$)#/!5
 Flow equation through the pilot valve
01 $ 21 $ 345,6 = 718 + 71( 9 :1 $ ;21;< + := $ ;21;<                                      (15) 01 = >1 $ ? $ ;1 $ @6A - !"#$,*#--&,&#(!$*-$!"#$3&+*!$1/+1#5 
6&!"$+&(#/.&8/!&*($*-$!"#$#92/!&*($:15<$/.*2(%$!"#$)!#/%=$)!/!#0$&!$&)$*>!/&(#%?
0.5 $ B5,6 = 9C1 + D ." 9  .,E $ CF1 + G18 + G1(                                          (16) 
 Flow equation through the main valve
7H = >I $ ? $ JK $ 2I $ L2M $ 4N,6 = 0I $ 2I $ 34N,6                                           (17) 
6"#.#$>I  !"#$-+*4$,*#--&,&#(!$*-$!"#$'/&($1/+1#@$JK  !"#$)#/!$%&/'#!#.$*-$!"#$'/&($1/+1#@0I = >I $ ? $ JK $ @6A – !"#$,*#--&,&#(!$*-$!"#$'/&($1/+1#5
6&!" +&(#/.&8/!&*($*-$!"#$#92/!&*($:B;<$/.*2(%$!"#$)!#/%=$)!/!#0$&!$&)$*>!/&(#%?
GH = CI + 1
2
$ BN,6                                                                                 (18) 
 Equation of continuity in front of the main valve
7N = 7H + 71' + :K $ ;2I;<                                                                     (19) 
6&!"$+&(#/.&8/!&*($*-$!"#$#92/!&*($:19<$/.*2(%$!"#$)!#/%=$)!/!#0$&!$&)$*>!/&(#%?9(1 9 ON) $ GH = ON $ G1' +  .P $ CFI 9 GN                                               (20) 
6"#.#$ON = +,'+'  %&'#()&*(+#))$,*#--&,&#(!@$ .P = .P$/*,*+',*$-,  !"#$%&'#()&*(+#))$,*#--&,&#(!$*-$!"#$'/&($
1/+1#$)#/!5
D)$ ,/( >#$ )##($ *-$ !"#$ />*1#$ ,*()&%#./!&*(0$ !"#$ +&(#/.$ '/!"#'/!&,/+$ '*%#+$ *-$ !"#$ 3&+*!$
*3#./!#%$ 3.#))2.#$ .#+&#-$ 1/+1#$4&!"$ ,*'3#()/!&(7$ ,*(!.*+$ 3&)!*($ &)$ %#),.&>#%$ >=$ +/.7#$ )=)!#'$*-$
%&--#.#(!&/+$ /(%$/+7#>./&, #92/!&*(5$E*$*>!/&($ !"#$ !./()-#.$ -2(,!&*($*-$ !"#$ 1/+1#$/)$/$ )=)!#'$ &!$ &)$
(##%#%$ /$ ,*'3+#F$ '/!"#'/!&,/+$ !./()-*.'/!&*($ /(%$ #+&'&(/!&*( [2]5$ G#.=$ *-!#($ &!$ &)$ %&--&,2+! !*$
*>!/&($ !"#$ !./()-#.$ -2(,!&*($*-$ +/.7#$),/+#$)=)!#')$4&!"$'/!"#'/!&,/+$#+&'&(/!&*($>#,/2)#$*-$ !"#$
,*'3+#F&!=$ *-$ !"#$ '/!"#'/!&,/+$ '*%#+5$ E*$ )*+1#$ !"&)$ 3.*>+#'0$ &!$ &)$ 3*))&>+#$ !*$ 2)#$ !"#$ '/!.&F$
'#!"*%$&($!"#$)!/!#$)3/,# [3]5
 ! "#$#%&"'$(%&)%#*+,&-+.&/$.0%&"($/%&"1"#%)"&$2$/1"%"
H=(/'&,$,"/./,!#.&)!&,)$*-$ !"#$1/+1#$/)$/$)2>)=)!#'$*-$ !"#$4"*+#$)=)!#'$4&!"$*&+$ 1*+2'#$ &($
-.*(!$*-$!"#$1/+1#$/(%$!"#$*2!+#!$3&3#+&(#$&($!"#$)!/!#$)3/,#$,/($>#$.#3.#)#(!#%?2QRRRST = :U $ 2QRRRS + VU $ WQRRRSXQRRRS = YU $ 2QRRRS + JU $ WQRRRS                                                                        (21)
6"#.#$2U0 WU /(% XU /.#$ 3"/)#$ ,**.%&(/!#)0$ &(+#!$ ,**.%&(/!#)$ /(%$ *2!+#!$ ,**.%&(/!#)@$:U  )=)!#'$
'/!.&F0$VU  ,*(!.*+$'/!.&F0$YU  *2!+#!$'/!.&F$/(%$JU  +&(A/7#$'/!.&F5
E*$#F3.#))$!"#$%=(/'&,)$*-$!"#$1/+1#$&($!"#$-*.'$:IB<$&!$&)$(#,#))/.=$3.#1&#4)$!./()-*.'/!&*($
*-$ !"#$*2!32!$#92/!&*()$!*$#+&'&(/!#$!"#$&(!#.'#%&/!#$,**.%&(/!#)0$/)$B50 GH #!,5$ J-$ &!$ &)$#F3.#))#%?$
!"#$ 3"/)#$ ,**.%&(/!#)?$2N = C10 26 = CF10 2H = CZ0 25 = CFZ0 2[ = G1' 0 2\ = G18 0 2] = BH0 2^ = G1(
/(% 2_ = B[ @$ !"#$ &(!#.'#%&/!#$ ,**.%&(/!#)?$`N = B5 0 `6 = BN /(% `H = GH @$ !"#$ &(+#!$ ,**.%&(/!#?$W = GN @$ /(%$ !"#$ *2!+#!$ ,**.%&(/!#?$X = BN = `6 0$ !"#$ '/!"#'/!&,/+$ '*%#+$ *-$ !"#$ 1/+1#$ ,/($ >#$
#F3.#))#%$4&!"$!"#$)=)!#'$*-$'/!.&F$#92/!&*()?2ST = 0 $ 2S + a $ S` + b $ WRS 
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 ! "# = $ ! %# + & ! '(#                                                                                (22) 
)# = * ! %# + + ! "# + , ! '(# 
K+&'&(/!&(7$ !"#$1#,!*.$*-$ !"#$ &(!#.'#%&/!#$,**.%&(/!#)$ &($ !"#$)=)!#'$:II<$ !"#.#$/.#$*>!/&(#%$
!"#$'/!.&F A, B, C  !" D.   = ! + " # $%& # ' ( = " # $%& # ) + * + = , # $%& # ' + -                                                                       (23) . = , # $%& # ) + / 
 Transfer function of the valve 
#$$%&"'!()*%)*+,)- *+,- *'$ .)-%",.)/01)– /2314)*+,)- *&'5 K, L, R, P, Q, W, M   !" S   &,: 
 
' = 011 234 1 235 0 0 0 1 0 1 00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 236 7& 0 0 0 08 ;    $ = 9
0.5 0 0
0 10.5 1
0 0 11: ;      ) = 9
0
011: ;    












0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 >?@A
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 12B@C 0 0 0 1>?D2B@C 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 *&2EA 0 0 0 1 12EA
0 0 0 0 0 1 *F2ED 0 0 1 12ED
0 0 0
23G2HI 0 0 0 1 12HI 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
12EJ 1 *C2EJ 0




















































6!7,&*'!()*+,)- *&'5 K, L, R, P, Q, W, M  !" S  
'!*%)/281) !")*+,!)'!7,&*'!()*+,)- *&'5 A, B, C   !" 
D  '!) *+,) 7* *,) ,9: *'%!7) /2014) '*) '7) ;%77'<.,) *%)
%<* '!)*+,)*& !7=,&)=:!$*'%!)%=)*+,)> .>,?)@%&)*+'7)
;:&;%7,) )A#BC#D)-E7$&';*)='.,)F 7)$&, *,")=%&)
$ .$:. *'%!) %=) *+,) *& !7=,&) =:!$*'%!) %=) *+,) > .>,))NO = PAQA?
B+,) 7:<G,$*) %=) '!>,7*'( *'%! F 7) Denison
;&,77:&,)&,.',=)> .>,)*H;,)R4V 064)7+%F!)%!)='(?)
8)IJK?)L%&M'!();&,77:&,)'7)150 bar  !")*+,)=.%F)
'7)30 l/min?)6!)=&%!*)%=)*+,)> .>,)F 7) 77:-,") )
>%.:-,) %=) %'.) 0.5 l. B+,) > .>,) %:*.,*) F 7)
$%!!,$*,") F'*+) *+,) * !M) <H) *+,) ;';,.'!,) F'*+)
"' -,*,&)20 mm  !").,!(*+)1.5 m?
B+,) %*+,&) ; & -,*,&7) %=) *+,) > .>,)  &,N 
 
@'(?8)B+,) ! .HO,")> .>,)*H;,)R4V 06-Denison [J]
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 ! = 5 "" , #! = 250 
$
%%
,  & = 5.5 "" , '! = 0.7 ,  ()* =  ()+ = 0.8 "" ,  (), = 0.6 "" ,
-()* = -()+ = 1 "", ./ = 28.5 "", .0 = 28 "", #0 = 7 
$
%%
, 10 = 16.5 "", *+,); & -,*,&7)%=)*+,)
%'.) &,N 2 = 34 #34, 5 = 890 /6
%7
and 8 = 1.45 9 10: ;/",
  !"#$%&!'%(#)*+,#',%'*-&'!&$*',%'*-&'$.$*&/
 Flow equation through the output pipeline
<, = =>,?) 9 @, + A?) 9
 @,
 4
                                                               (24)
L+,&,)=>,?) E .'!, &)&,7'7* !$,)%=)*+,)%:*;:*);';,.'!,P)A?) E '!,&*' .)&,7'7* !$,)%=)*+,)%:*;:*);';,.'!,P)
@, = @* E *+,)=.%F)'!)*+,)%:*;:*);';,.'!,?
L'*+).'!, &'O *'%!)%=)*+,),9: *'%!)/2J1) &%:!")*+,)7*, "H)7* *,4)'*)'7)%<* '!,"N
B, = (=C + DC 9 E) 9 F,                                                                     (25) 
L+,&,)=C = =>,?) 9
GH,I
JKH,LMI




E *+,)"'-,!7'%!.,77)$%,=='$',!*)%=)'!,&*' .)&,7'7* !$,)%=)*+,)%:*;:*);';,.'!,4 B,4 F, E *+,)
.'!, &)> .:,7)%=)*+,) ;;&%;&' *,); & -,*,&7?




= =C + DC 9 E                                                                  (26) 
 Equation of continuity at inlet port of the system






= @* + @UI                                                       (27)






L'*+).'!, &'O *'%!)%=)*+,),9: *'%!)/2Q1) &%:!")*+,)7*, "H)7* *,4)'*)'7)%<* '!,"N
FS = F* + DUI 9 E 9 B* = F* + FUI                                                     (28)
DUI E *+, "'-,!7'%!.,77)$%,=='$',!*)%=)*+,)'!.,*)>%.:-,)%=)%'.P)FUI = DUI 9 E 9 B* E *+,).'!, &)=.%F)'!*%)*+,)
>%.:-,))TS?




= DUI 9 E                                                                          (29) 
  ,*"0'*!"#$%&!'%(#)*+,#',%'*-&'$.$*&/
R!%F'!() *+,) *& !7=,&) =:!$*'%!7)%=) *+,)7,; & *,)7:<7H7*,-7N)> .>,4)>%.:-,)%=)%'. '!) =&%!*)%=) '*





Y*SE*S + Y:E: + YZEZ + Y[E[ + Y\E\ + Y]E] + Y^E^ + Y+E+ + Y,E, + Y*E + YS
_**E** + _*SE*S + _:E: + _ZEZ + _[E[ + _\E\ + _]E] + _^E^ + _+E+ + _,E, + _*E+ _S
            (30) 
 
B+,) $+ & $*,&'7*'$) ,9: *'%!) %=) *+,) 7H7*,-) '7) *+,) ",!%-'! *%&) %=) *+,) ,9: *'%!) /831?) B+,
=&,9:,!$H) $+ & $*,&'7*'$) %=) *+,) > .>,) '7) 7+%F!) %!) ='(?J) F+'$+) '7)  ! .%() *%) *+,) =&,9:,!$H)
$+ & $*,&'7*'$);&,7,!*,")'!)I8K?
B%)F%&M)*+,)> .>,);&%;,&.H)'*)'7)!,$,77 &H) ..)*+,)&%%*7)%=)*+,)$+ & $*,&'7*'$),9: *'%!)'?,?) ..)*+,)
;%.,7)%=)*+,)*%* .)*& !7=,&)=:!$*'%!)*%)<,)!,( *'>,?)
12 345 67383'9:' 67';<=;7'><?<@7 7?3
L'*+)*+,) <%>,)-,!*'%!); & -,*,&7)%=)*+,)> .>,4) ..)*+,)&%%*7)%=)*+,)$+ & $*,&'7*'$),9: *'%!) &,)
!,( *'>,)  !") *+,) > .>,) F%&M7) 7* <.,?) #7) *+,) '!>,7*'( *'%!7) + >,) 7+%F!) I5K4) '!$&, 7'!() *+,)
$%-;,!7 *'!()$%!*&%.);'7*%!) & '-;&%>,7)*+,)7* *'$)$+ & $*,&'7*'$7)<:*)'*)'!=.:,!$,7)%!)*+,).%$ *'%!)
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%=)*+,);%.,7)%=)*+,)7H7*,-) !")*+,)7* <'.'*H?)
@%&) *+,) 7:<G,$*) %=) 7H!*+,7'7) '!) *+'7) ; ;,&)
F 7)* M,!)*+,)"' -,*,&) !?
B+,)  ! .H7'7) %=) *+,) ;%.,7) .%$ *'%!) %=)
*+,) > .>,7) *& !7=,&) =:!$*'%!) ;%'!*7) *+ *)
*+,&,) &,)*F%)"%-'! !*)$%!G:( *,)$%-;.,5)
;%.,7) F+'$+) * M,) *+,) '!=.:,!$,) %=) *+,)
"' -,*,&) %=) *+,) $%-;,!7 *'!() $%!*&%.)
;'7*%!)  ! *%) *+,) 7* <'.'*H) %=) *+,) > .>,?)
6!$&, 7'!() *+,) "' -,*,&) ! *+,) *F%) ;%.,7)
<,$%-,) ;%7'*'>,)  !") *+,) > .>,) *:&!7) *%)
F%&M) :!7* <.,?) B+,) 7* <'.'*H) &,('%!)
",;,!"'!( %=) *+,) "' -,*,&)  !  !") *+,)
F%&M'!() ;&,77:&,) p ! "#$"%&'"()*++,! *(-!
)."/%")&0*++, !&1!1./2(!/(!3&45!55
6%*(1&"()!%"1$/(1"!/3!)."!7*+7"!&(!)."!
1)*8+"! *(-! &(! )."! 9(1)*8+"! %"4&/( !
0/(3&%'&(4! )."!0+*&'!3%/'!)."!3&455 ! &1!
1./2(! /(! 3&45:5! ;(! 3&45:<*8/7" &1!
1./2(! 1)*8+"! 2/%=! /3! )."! 7*+7"! 2&).!
0/'$"(1*)&(4! $&1)/(!  ! = 6.5 ""
2&).!2/%=&(4!$%"119%"!p=60 bar *(-!
&(+")! 3+/2! /3! q=30 l/min5! >(0%"*1&(4!
)."! 2/%=&(4! $%"119%"! )/! p=100 bar
)." 7*+7"! )9%(1! )/! 2/%=! 9(1)*8+"! <
3&45:<b"++/25
 ! "#$"%&'(#$
?*)."'*)&0*+! '/-"+! /3! *! $&+/)!
/$"%*)"-! $%"119%"! %"+&"3! 7*+7"! &1!
-"10%&8"-! 8,! +*%4"! 1,1)"'! /3!
(/(+&("*%! -&33"%"()&*+! *(-! *+4"8%*&0!
"@9*)&/(5! 6/! *(*+,A"! )."! 1)*8&+&),!
0/(-&)&/(! /3! )."! 7*+7"! &)! &1! ("0"11*%,!
+&("*%&A*)&/(! /3! )."! '*)."'*)&0*+!
'/-"+! *(-! 4"))&(4! )."! )%*(13"%! 39(0)&/(! &5"5! )."!
0.*%*0)"%&1)&0! "@9*)&/(! /3! )."! 1,1)"'5! ;8)*&(&(4!
)."! )%*(13"%! 39(0)&/(! 2&).! "+&'&(*)&/(! /3! )."!




1,1)"'5! B(*+,A&(4! )."! %//)1! +/0*)&/(! /3! )."!
0.*%*0)"%&1)&0! "@9*)&/( !1,()."1&1!/3! )."!-&*'")"%!
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R E F E R E N C E S
[1N!T/88"( !U5!V5!K)*)&10."1!9(-!-,(*'&10."1!W"%.*+)"(!7/%4"1)"9"%)"%!V%90=8"4%"(A9(417"()&+"!
9()"%!8"1/(-"%"%!O"%X0=1&0.)&49(4!-"%!K)%Y'9(41=%Z3)" !V&11"%)*)&/( ![T6M!B*0."( !GSPJ5
[2N!\/'&)/71=& !?5!6%*(13"%!39(0)&/( /3!$&+/)!/$"%*)"-!$%"119%"!%"+&"3!7*+7"1!Q&(!O9+4*%&*(R5!K0&"()&3&0!
]/(3"%"(0"!^?CGSPS !K/A/$/+ !O9+4*%&* !!GSPS5
[3N!\/'&)/71=& !?5!V,(*'&0!'/-"+&(4!/3!.,-%*9+&0!-"7&0"1!*(-!1,1)"'1!&(!)."!1)*)"!1$*0"!Q&(!
O9+4*%&*(R5!?*1.&(/1)%/"(" !K/3&* !GSSF5
[D] V^_>K;_!M`V[Bab>]K!U'8M !c%"119%"!%"+&"3!7*+7"![DW !]*)*+/49"!1."")!I<^_!HDEE<B;
[5N!V&'&)%/7 !K5 >(7"1)&4*)&/(!/3!1)*)&0!0.*%*0)"%&1)&01!/3!$&+/)!/$"%*)"-!$%"119%"!%"+&"3!7*+7"15!B((*+1!
/3 C*09+),!^(4&(""%&(4!M9("-/*%*!– >()"%(*)&/(*+!d/9%(*+!;3!^(4&(""%&(4 !6/'"!e> !`"*%!HEGI5
?5K05!^(45!K*1=/!K5!V&'&)%/7
c.5V5!1)9-"()!*)!6a!< K/3&*
"<'*&+f!1*1=/5-&'&)%/7g94-5"-95'=
